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Why Should You Care About 
Forest Health?

ÅDirect damage: Rot, bore holes, stains. These lower the value 
of the products growing on your allotment. $$

ÅIndirect damage (growth reductions): could mean a reduction 
in future value or lost opportunities

ÅSafety: Dead or weakened trees can be a hazard

ÅDamaged trees can lead to other issues like increased wildfire 
risk and severity

ÅAesthetics: Most of the damage looks bad
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ÅInsects

ÅBeetles

ÅAphids

ÅMoths

ÅWasps

ÅEtcΧ

ÅDiseases

ÅCankers 

ÅRusts

ÅParasitic plants

ÅAbiotic (not caused by living things)

ÅClimate caused 



Biggest Issue: Spruce Bark 
Beetle Outbreak
ÅOutbreak is fading 140,000 acres vs 593,000 acres last year

ÅBeetle activity still high in edge areas with live spruce trees

ÅSpruce beetles prefer trees 8 inches in diameter or larger

Å2 year life cycle in Alaska (changing with warmer winters)
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Beetle: Acres Affected Over 
Time 

Images source: USFS, state and private forestry

Year Statewide Total
Mat-Su 
Borough

Kenai 
Peninsula 
Borough

Municipality of 
Anchorage

2019 138,000

2018 593,000 504,000 52,000 1,500

2017 405,500 321,000 71,000 18

2016 188,000 162,000 23,000 10

2015 33,000 15,000 9,000 0



What to Look For?

ÅFrass(boring dust):Rust-red sawdust accumulates in the bark 

furrows and at the base of the tree

ÅPitch tubes:The tree attempting to flush the beetle out with 

lots of sap

ÅLive beetles:Adults may be observed flying around in the 

spring (May-June,) eggs/grubs are in a gallery under the bark 

of a successfully attacked tree

ÅTree fading:the tree crown thins out and turns a yellowish 

green. This tree was attacked last year and is just now getting 

around to dying.

ÅBoring holes:Clean round holes in the bark are the young 

beetles leaving, the tree is already damaged or dead.
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Image Source: A. Steven Munson, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org



Pitch Tubes
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